
3.6.20 

Today we are continuing to look at making numbers to 20. For each teen number, make it using the 10 frame and write it   
using the number sentence. Try and remember to start counting on from 10. 

15 

10 + 5 = 15 

13 16 

_____ + ______ = _____ 

Challenge 2: Can you solve Miss Leggett’s missing number problems? Colour in the square in the 10 frame to help you 

_____ + ______ = _____ 

10 + ______ = 14 ____ + 1 = 11 17 = 10 + ____ 



3.6.20 

This week, read one of Miss Leggett’s favourite books; “The Fish Who Could Wish”. If you don’t have 
the book to hand, you can watch it through this clip. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nIfc9lsZPLQ  

After you have listened to the poem, have a go at completing Miss Leggett’s challenges. You can 
choose as many as you like to complete. 

 Can you make a story map and retell it to an adult?   

 Go fishing with your rainbow sound cards or your tricky word bugs. Attach a paper clip to each one to make them 
magnetic. Using either a fridge magnet or magnet in your house, see how many different sounds you can pick up. 
Can you read them? 

 Can you find all of the rhyming words in the story?  

1. I love this book because of all of the silly things the fish wishes for! What 
would you wish for? Write down your top 5 (or more if you have them!) Which 
one would you most like to come true? 

2. There are some beautiful illustrations in this book. Use junk modelling or 
craft to make your own underwater scene and use the book as inspiration. Can 
you include the characters in the story and all of the different wishes? 

3. How many rhyming words can you find in this book? Can you write them all 
down? Perhaps you could think of your own rhyming wish for the fish. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nIfc9lsZPLQ


3.6.20 

Try and read these words by yourself and have a go at writing them without having to peek at this sheet! After-
wards, as a tricky challenge, can you fill in the missing words to finish the sentences? 

Can you come ___________? 

 

____________ here now. 

 

I have ___________ there before. 

Mum has a __________ bag. 

 

I will eat ___________ of my food. 

Extra challenge: 

Can you write your own 
sentences using: 

1. big   2. back   3. been 


